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The Problem
 Before Internet: different packet-switching networks

(e.g., ARPANET, ARPA packet radio)
 only nodes on the same network could communicate
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A Translation-based Solution

 application-layer gateways
 inevitable loss of some semantics
 difficult to deploy new internet-wide applications
 hard to diagnose and remedy end-to-end problems
 stateful gateways inhibited dynamic routing around

failures
 no global addressability

 ad-hoc, application-specific solutions

ALG

ALG
ALG

ALG
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The Internetworking Problem
 Two nodes communicating across a “network of

networks”…
 How to transport packets through this

heterogeneous mass  ?

A B
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Declared Goal
 “…both economic and technical considerations

lead us to prefer that the interface be as simple
and reliable as possible and deal primarily with
passing data between networks using different
packet switching strategies”

V. G. Cerf and R. E. Kahn, 1974 
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The Challenge: Heterogeneity
 Share resources of different packet switching

networks  interconnect existing networks

 … but, packet switching networks differ widely
 different services

 e.g., degree of reliability
 different interfaces

 e.g., length of the packet that can be
transmitted, address format

 different protocols
 e.g., routing protocols
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The Challenge: Scale
 Allow universal interconnection

 Mantra: Connectivity is its own reward

 … but, core protocols had scalability issues
 Routing algorithms were limited in the number

of nodes/links they could handle and were
unstable after a point

 Universal addressing to go with routing
 As large numbers of users are multiplexed on

a shared system, a congestion control
paradigm is necessary for stability

 No universal, scalable naming system…
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The Internetworking Problem

 Problems: heterogeneity and scaling
 Heterogeneity:

 How to interconnect a large number of
disparate networks ? (lower layers)

 How to support a wide variety of applications ?
(upper layers)

 Scaling:
 How to support a large number of end-nodes

and  applications in this interconnected
network ?
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Solution

Network Layer
Gateways
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The network layer solution …

 internet-layer gateways & global addresses
 simple, application-independent, lowest denominator

network service: best-effort datagrams
 stateless gateways could easily route around failures
 with application-specific knowledge out of gateways:

 NSPs no longer had monopoly on new services
 Internet: a platform for rapid, competitive innovation

IP

IP
IP

IP
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Network-layer Overlay model

 Define a new protocol (IP) and map all
applications/networks to it
 Require only one mapping (IP -> new

protocol) when a new protocol/app is added
 Global address space can be created for

universal addressibility and scaling
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Without network layer

 No network level overlay: each new application
has to be re-implemented for every network
technology!

Telnet FTP NFS

Packet
radio

Coaxial 
cable

Fiber
optic

Application

Transmission
Media

HTTP

(FTP – File Transfer Protocol, NFS – Network File Transfer, HTTP – World Wide Web protocol)
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With network layer
 Key ideas:

 Overlay: better than any↔any translation. Fewer,
simpler mappings.

 Network-layer: efficient implementation, global
addressing

Telnet FTP NFS

Packet
radio

Coaxial 
cable

Fiber
optic

Application

Transmission
Media

HTTP

Network layerIntermediate 
Layer
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 transport packet from
sending to receiving hosts

 network layer protocols in
every host, router

Network layer functions - 1

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

network
data link
physical

application
transport
network
data link
physical

application
transport
network
data link
physical
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three important functions:

 path determination: route taken by
packets from source to dest. Routing
algorithms

 Switching (forwarding): move packets
from router’s input to appropriate
router output

 call setup: (optional) some network
architectures require router call setup
along path before data flows

Network layer functions - 2
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Network service model
Q: What service model for

“channel” transporting packets
from sender to receiver?

 guaranteed bandwidth?
 preservation of inter-packet timing (no

jitter)?
 loss-free delivery?
 in-order delivery?
 congestion feedback to sender?

? ??
virtual circuitvirtual circuit

or or 
datagram?datagram?

The most important
 abstraction provided 

by network layer:

se
rv

ic
e 

ab
st

ra
ct

io
n
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application
transport
network
data link
physical

application
transport
network
data link
physical

1. Send data 2. Receive data

Datagram networks
 no call setup at network layer
 routers: no state about end-to-end connections

 no network-level concept of “connection”
 packets typically routed using destination host ID

 packets between same source-dest pair may take different paths



Datagramme & hop-by-hop routing

R3
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R1

R2

R4 D

E

FR5

R5F

R3E

R3D

Next HopDestination

D
D

Added by C. Pham
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Addressing: Objects
 Address is a numerical “name” which refers to an object
 There are several types of objects we’d like to refer to at

the network layer…
 Interface:

 A place to which a producer or consumer of packets
connects to the network; a network attachment point

 Network:
 A collection of interfaces which have some useful

relationship:
 Any interface can send directly to any other without

going through a router
 A topology aggregate
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Addressing: Objects
 Route or Path:

 A path from one place in the network to another
 Host:

 An actual machine which is the source or destination of traffic,
through some interface

 Router:
 A device which is interconnecting various elements of the

network, and forwarding traffic
 Node:

 A host or router
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Address Concept
 Address: A structured name for a network interface or topology

aggregate:
 The structure is used by the routing to help it scale
 Topologically related items have to be given related addresses
 Topologically related addresses also:

 Allow the number of destinations tracked by the routing to be
minimized

 Allow quick location of the named interface on a map
 Provide a representation for topology distribution
 Provide a framework for the abstraction process

 DNS names:
 A structured human usable name for a host, etc
 The structure facilitates the distribution and lookup
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Flat vs Structured Addresses
 Flat addresses: no structure in them to facilitate scalable routing

 Eg: IEEE 802 LAN addresses
 Hierarchical addresses:

 Network part (prefix) and host part
 Helps identify direct or indirectly connected nodes
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IP Datagram Format

Vers H Len TOS Total Length
Identification Flags

Time to live Protocol Header Checksum
Fragment Offset

Source IP Address
Destination IP Address

IP Options (if any) Padding

Data

0 4 8 16 32
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IP Address Formats

 Class A: Network Host0
71 24 bits

Network Host10
142 16 bits

❑ Class B:

Network Host110
213 8 bits

❑ Class C:

Router Router

Multicast Group addresses1110
284 bits

❑ Class D:

 Class E: Reserved.
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Dotted Decimal Notation
 Binary: 11000000 00000101 00110000

00000011
Hex Colon: C0:05:30:03
Dotted Decimal: 192.5.48.3

Class Range
A 0 through 127
B 128 through 191
C 192 through 223
D 224 through 239
E 240 through 255



IP datagramme routing illustrated
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Next HopDestination
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Limitation of datagram packet
switching

R3

A

B

C

R1

R2

R4 D

E

FR5

R5F

R3E

R3D

Next HopDestination

D
D

 With IP datagram mode, difficult to provide quality of
service (no sequence, no ressource provisioning)

D

D

Added by C. Pham



Signaling replaces the
operator

Source J. Tiberghien, VUB

First automatic Branch Exchange Almond
B. Strowger, 1891…

Datagramme is not the only model
The telephone system & network

Added by C. Pham
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PABX

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

PABX

SW

SW

Trunk
lines

Reliability of circuit switching

Added by C. Pham
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Virtual Circuit

R3
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principle but
much smaller
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Added by C. Pham



Virtual circuit creation (1)
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Virtual circuit creation (2)
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Link’s failure
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VCI: why restrict to only one?

 X25 networks define a group number and a
channel number

 ATM networks define a virtual path identifier
and a virtual channel identifier

      ATM label

Added by C. Pham
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ATM: 2 labels=hierarchy

 A VPC = 1 VP or a concatenation of several VPs.
 A VCC = 1 VC or a concatenation of several VCs.
 A VP contains several VCs
 Avantages

 Simple connection setup for most used paths
 Easy definition of Virtual Private Networks (VPN),
 Simplier traffic management: traffics with different

constraints can be transported in different VPs for
isolation.

Virtual Circuit

Transmission PathVirtual Path

Added by C. Pham
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Virtual Path

c ATM
Sw
1

ATM
Sw
4

ATM
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2

ATM
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3
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VP2

VP1

a
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d
eSw = switch

Digital Cross Connect
Only switches virtual paths

Added by C. Pham
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 Virtual Channels

Added by C. Pham
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Advantages of VP and VC hierarchy

 Re-routing a VP automatically re-routes all VCs
of the VP

Added by C. Pham
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IP Addressing: introduction
 IP address: 32-bit identifier

for host, router interface
 Interface: connection

between host, router and
physical link
 router’s typically have

multiple interfaces
 host may have multiple

interfaces
 IP addresses

associated with
interface, not host,
router

 Hosts in the same network
have same network ID

223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4 223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

223.1.1.1 = 11011111 00000001 00000001 00000001

223 1 11
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IP Forwarding: Example Scenario

IP datagram:

223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4 223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

A

B
E

misc
fields

source
IP addr

dest
IP addr data

datagram remains
unchanged, as it travels
source to destination
addr fields of interest here

routing table in A
Dest. Net.  next router  Nhops
223.1.1                             1
223.1.2      223.1.1.4        2
223.1.3      223.1.1.4        2
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IP Forwarding (Direct)

223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4 223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

A

B
E

Starting at A, given IP
datagram addressed to B:
look up net. address of B
find B is on same net. as A
link layer will send datagram
directly to B inside link-layer
frame

B and A are directly
connected

Dest. Net.  next router  Nhops
223.1.1                             1
223.1.2      223.1.1.4        2
223.1.3      223.1.1.4        2

misc
fields 223.1.1.1 223.1.1.3 data
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IP Forwarding (Indirect): Step 1

223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

A

B
E

Dest. Net.  next router  Nhops
223.1.1                             1
223.1.2      223.1.1.4        2
223.1.3      223.1.1.4        2Starting at A, dest. E:

look up network address of E
E on different network

A, E not directly
attached

routing table: next hop router to
E is 223.1.1.4
link layer sends datagram to
router 223.1.1.4 inside link-layer
frame
datagram arrives at 223.1.1.4
continued…..

misc
fields 223.1.1.1 223.1.2.2 data
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IP Forwarding (Indirect): Step 2

223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4 223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

A

B
E

Arriving at 223.1.4,
destined for 223.1.2.2
look up network address of E
E on same network as router’s
interface 223.1.2.9

router, E directly
attached

link layer sends datagram to
223.1.2.2 inside link-layer frame
via interface 223.1.2.9
datagram arrives at 223.1.2.2

misc
fields 223.1.1.1 223.1.2.2 data   network   router  Nhops  interface

223.1.1         -          1       223.1.1.4 
223.1.2         -          1       223.1.2.9
223.1.3         -          1       223.1.3.27

    Dest.      next
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The Internet Network layer

routing
table

Host, router network layer functions:

Routing protocols
•path selection
•RIP, OSPF, BGP

IP protocol
•addressing conventions
•datagram format
•packet handling conventions

ICMP protocol
•error reporting
•router “signaling”

Transport layer: TCP, UDP

Link layer

physical layer

Network
layer
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What is Internet Routing?

 The glue that holds the Internet together
 How routers know where to forward packets
 How operators control the load on their links
 How networks achieve business relationships

1

2

3
4

5

67

Client Web server



The router in the Internet
architecture

R3

A

B

C

R1

R2

R4 D

E

FR5

R5F

R3E

R3D

Next HopDestination

D
D

Added by C. Pham
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General router architecture

Lookup
IP Address

Update
Header

Header Processing

Address
Table

Lookup
IP Address

Update
Header

Header Processing

Address
Table

Lookup
IP Address

Update
Header

Header Processing

Address
Table

Data Hdr

Data Hdr

Data Hdr

Buffer
Manager

Buffer
Memory

Buffer
Manager

Buffer
Memory

Buffer
Manager

Buffer
Memory

Data Hdr

Data Hdr

Data Hdr

Added by C. Pham
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Some routersCisco SOHO
Ethernet, ADSL

Cisco 800
Ethernet, ADSL,
RNIS, Serial, VPN

Cisco 1700
Ethernet, ADSL,
T1/E1, FR, X25
VLAN, VPN CXR CyberConnect

CXR IX4100&4200
Added by C. Pham
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Office-size routers

10.0.0.1>ifconfig eth0 10.0.0.45 netmask 255.255.255.0
>route add default gw 10.0.0.1

Added by C. Pham
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High Performance Routers

©cisco

©Juniper

©Procket Networks

©Nortel Networks

©Alcatel
©Lucent

and more…
Added by C. Pham
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Internal Components of a 2600
Router

Added by C. Pham
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External Connections on a 2600
Router

Added by C. Pham
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Router External Connections

Added by C. Pham

s0, s1, s0/0, s0/1… 

fa0, fa1, fa0/0, fa0/1, e0, e1, …
s0

s1

fa0/0
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Computer or Terminal Console
Connection

Added by C. Pham
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Modem Connection to Console or
Auxiliary Port

Added by C. Pham
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Router Serial WAN Connectors

Added by C. Pham
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DCE Serial Connections

Added by C. Pham
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Router Operating System

Added by C. Pham
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Routing is indirection
 Indirect delivery of packets to destination through a series

of routers
 Distributed chain of indirections, actually!

 Forwarding tables are mappings that help focus this
indirection to be effective. (indirection infrastructure)
 Recall: filtering, no broadcast requirement!

 Global state (eg: distance vectors, link state) processed
to get “useful” local mappings (table entries)

 What’s different in this indirection problem:
 Consistency: for a given destination, the series of indirections

actually ends up at the destination!
 Completeness: for all destinations, indirection is possible.
 Efficiency/Performance:

 Length of the e2e path or user QoS or network resource utility
(data plane efficiency),

 Aggregation of addresses/routing tables (control plane)
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Routing vs. Forwarding
 Forwarding: select an output port based on destination

address and routing table
 Data-plane function: using the indirection (in tables)
 Often implemented in hardware

 Routing: process by which routing table is built..
 … so that the series of local forwarding decisions

takes the packet to the destination with high
probability, and …(reachability condition)

 … the path chosen/resources consumed by the packet
is efficient in some sense… (optimality and filtering
condition)

 Control-plane function: setting up indirections
 Implemented in software
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Forwarding Table
 Can display forwarding table using  “netstat -rn”

Sometimes called “routing table”

     Destination        Gateway           Flags    Ref    Use   Interface

  127.0.0.1                 127.0.0.1               UH       0    26492      lo0
  192.168.2.               192.168.2.5           U          2      13          fa0
  193.55.114.             193.55.114.6         U          3    58503      le0
  192.168.3.               192.168.3.5           U          2      25         qaa0
  224.0.0.0                 193.55.114.6         U          3       0           le0
  default                    193.55.114.129     UG       0    143454
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Forwarding Table Structure
 Fields: destination, gateway, flags, ...
 Destination: can be a host address or a network address. If the ‘H’

flag is set, it is the host address.
 Gateway: router/next hop IP address. The ‘G’ flag says whether the

destination is directly or indirectly connected.
 U flag: Is route up ?
 G flag: router (indirect vs direct)
 H flag: host (dest field: host or n/w address?)

Key question:
 Why did we need this forwarding table in the first place ?
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Where do Forwarding Tables Come From?

 Routers have forwarding tables
 Map prefix to outgoing link(s)

 Entries can be statically configured
 E.g., “map 12.34.158.0/24 to Serial0/0.1”

 But, this doesn’t adapt
 To failures
 To new equipment
 To the need to balance load
 …

 That is where routing protocols come in…
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Summary so far
 If topology is simple and static, routing is simple and may

not even require a forwarding table

 If topology is dynamic, but filtering requirements are weak
(I.e. network need not scale), then a local heuristic setup
of forwarding table (bridging approach) suffices.

 Further, if  a) filtering requirements are strict,
        b) optimal/efficient routing is desired, and
        c) we want small forwarding tables and bounded
            control traffic, then …
some kind of global communication, and smart distributed

algorithms are needed to condense global state in a
consistent, but yet complete way …
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Routing problem
 Collect, process, and condense global

state into local forwarding information
 Global state
 inherently large
dynamic
hard to collect

 Hard issues:
consistency, completeness, scalability
 Impact of resource needs of sessions
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Consistency
 Defn: A series of independent local forwarding decisions must lead to

connectivity between any desired (source, destination) pair in the
network.

 If the states are inconsistent, the network is said not to have
“converged” to steady state (I.e. is in a transient state)
 Inconsistency leads to loops, wandering packets etc
 In general a part of the routing information may be consistent

while the rest may be inconsistent.
 Large networks => inconsistency is a scalability issue.

 Consistency can be achieved in two ways:
 Fully distributed approach: a consistency criterion or invariant

across the states of adjacent nodes
 Signaled approach: the signaling protocol sets up local

forwarding information along the path.
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Completeness
 Defn: The network as a whole and every node has sufficient

information to be able to compute all paths.
 In general, with more complete information available locally,

routing algorithms tend to converge faster, because the chances
of inconsistency reduce.

 But this means that more distributed state must be collected at
each node and processed.

 The demand for more completeness also limits the scalability of
the algorithm.

 Since both consistency and completeness pose scalability problems,
large networks have to be structured hierarchically and abstract
entire networks as a single node.
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Design Choices …
 Centralized vs. distributed routing

 Centralized is simpler, but prone to failure and congestion
 Centralized preferred in traffic engineering scenarios where

complex optimization problems need to be solved and where routes
chosen are long-lived

 Source-based (explicit) vs. hop-by-hop (fully distributed)
 Will the source-based route be signaled to fix the path and to

minimize packet header information?
  Eg: ATM, Frame-relay etc

 Or will the route be condensed and placed in each header? Eg: IP
routing option

 Intermediate: loose source route
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Design choices…

 Static vs Dynamic Routing:
 a) ‘route’ command  [Static]
 b) ICMP redirect message.[Static]
 c) routing daemon.Eg: ‘routed’ [Dynamic,

connectionless]
 d) A signaling protocol [Dynamic, virtual-

circuit]
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Static vs Dynamic

Statically Dynamically
Routers exchange network reachability
information using ROUTING PROTOCOLS.
Routers use this to compute best routes

Administrator
manually configures
forwarding table entries

Practice : a mix of these.
Static routing mostly at the “edge”

+ More control
+ Not restricted to 
   destination-based 
   forwarding 
-  Doesn’t scale
-  Slow to adapt to 
   network failures

+ Can rapidly adapt to changes 
    in network topology
+ Can be made to scale well
-  Complex distributed  algorithms
-  Consume CPU, Bandwidth, Memory
-  Debugging can be difficult
-  Current protocols are destination-based
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Example Dynamic Routing Model
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Detour: Telephony routing

 Circuit-setup is what is routed. Voice then follows route, and claims reserved
resources.

 3-level hierarchy, with a fully-connected core
 AT&T: 135 core switches with nearly 5 million circuits
 LECs may connect to multiple cores
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Telephony Routing algorithm
 If endpoints are within same CO, directly connect
 If call is between COs in same LEC, use one-hop path between COs
 Otherwise send call to one of the cores
 Only major decision is at toll switch

 one-hop or two-hop path to the destination toll switch.

 Essence of telephony routing problem:
which two-hop path to use if one-hop path is full
(almost a static routing problem… )
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Features of telephone routing
 Resource reservation aspects:

 Resource reservation is coupled with path reservation
 Connections need resources (same 64kbps)
 Signaling to reserve resources and the path

 Stable load
 Network built for voice only.
 Can predict pairwise load throughout the day
 Can choose optimal routes in advance

 Technology and economic aspects:
 Extremely reliable switches

 Why? End-systems (phones) dumb because computation was
non-existent in early 1900s.

 Downtime is less than a few minutes per year => topology
does not change dynamically
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Features of telephone routing (contd)
 Source can learn topology and compute route
 Can assume that a chosen route is available as the signaling

proceeds through the network
 Component reliability drove system reliability and hence

acceptance of service by customers
 Simplified topology:

 Very highly connected network
 Hierarchy + full mesh at each level: simple routing
 High cost to achieve this degree of connectivity

 Organizational aspects:
 Single organization controls entire core
 Afford the scale economics to build expensive network
 Collect global statistics and implement global changes

=> Source-based, signaled, simple alternate-path routing
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Internet Routing Drivers
 Technology and economic aspects:

 Internet built out of cheap, unreliable components as an overlay
on top of leased telephone infrastructure for WAN transport.
 Cheaper components => fail more often => topology changes

often => needs dynamic routing
 Components (including end-systems) had computation

capabilities.
 Distributed algorithms can be implemented

 Cheap overlaid inter-networks => several entities could afford to
leverage their existing (heterogeneous) LANs and leased lines to
build inter-networks.
 Led to multiple administrative “clouds” which needed to inter-

connect for global communication.
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Internet Routing Model
 2 key features:

 Dynamic routing
 Intra- and Inter-AS routing, AS = locus of admin control

 Internet organized as “autonomous systems” (AS).
 AS is internally connected

 Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) within AS.
 Eg: RIP, OSPF, HELLO

 Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGPs) for AS to AS routing.
 Eg: EGP, BGP-4
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Two-Tiered Internet Routing Architecture
 Goal: distributed management of resources

 Internetworking of multiple networks
 Networks under separate administrative control

 Solution: two-tiered routing architecture
 Intradomain: inside a region of control

 Okay for routers to share topology information
 Routers configured to achieve a common goal

 Interdomain: between regions of control
 Not okay to share complete information
 Networks may have different/conflicting goals

 Led to the use of different protocols…
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Requirements for Intra-AS Routing
 Should scale for the size of an AS.

 Low end: 10s of routers (small enterprise)
 High end: 1000s of routers (large ISP)

 Different requirements on routing convergence after topology
changes
 Low end: can tolerate some connectivity disruptions
 High end: fast convergence essential to business (making money

on transport)
 Operational/Admin/Management (OAM) Complexity

 Low end: simple, self-configuring
 High end: Self-configuring, but operator hooks for control

 Traffic engineering capabilities: high end only
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Requirements for Inter-AS Routing
 Should scale for the size of the global Internet.

 Focus on reachability, not optimality
 Use address aggregation techniques to minimize core routing

table sizes and associated control traffic
 At the same time, it should allow flexibility in topological structure

(eg: don’t restrict to trees etc)

 Allow policy-based routing between autonomous systems
 Policy refers to arbitrary preference among a menu of available

options (based upon options’ attributes)
 In the case of routing, options include advertised AS-level routes

to address prefixes
 Fully distributed routing (as opposed to a signaled approach) is

the only possibility.
 Extensible to meet the demands for newer policies.
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Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing

inter-AS,
intra-AS
routing in

gateway A.c

network layer

link layer
physical layer

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d

Gateways:
•perform inter-AS
routing amongst
themselves
•perform intra-AS
routers with other
routers in their AS

A.c
A.a

C.b
B.a

c
b

c
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Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing: Example

Host 
h2

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d c

A.a
A.c

C.b
B.a

c
b

Host
h1

Intra-AS routing
within AS A

Inter-AS
 routing
between 
A and B

Intra-AS routing
within AS B
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Summary: Internet Routing Architecture
 Divided into Autonomous Systems

 Distinct regions of administrative control
 Routers/links managed by a single “institution”
 Service provider, company, university, …

 Hierarchy of Autonomous Systems
 Large, tier-1 provider with a nationwide backbone
 Medium-sized regional provider with smaller backbone
 Small network run by a single company or university

 Interaction between Autonomous Systems
 Internal topology is not shared between ASes
 … but, neighboring ASes interact to coordinate routing
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Basic Dynamic Routing Methods
 Source-based: source gets a map of the network,

 source finds route, and either
 signals the route-setup (eg: ATM approach)
 encodes the route into packets (inefficient)

 Link state routing:   per-link information
 Get map of network (in terms of link states) at all

nodes and find next-hops locally.
 Maps consistent => next-hops consistent

 Distance vector: per-node information
 At every node, set up distance signposts to destination

nodes (a vector)
 Setup this by peeking at neighbors’ signposts.
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DV & LS: consistency criterion
 The subset of a shortest path is also the shortest path between the

two intermediate nodes.
 Corollary:

 If the shortest path from node i to node j, with distance D(i,j)
passes through neighbor k, with link cost c(i,k), then:

    D(i,j) = c(i,k) + D(k,j)

i
k

j
c(i,k) D(k,j)
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Distance Vector (1)

DV = Set (vector) of Signposts, one for each destination
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Distance Vector (2)
 Distance-Vector (DV)

 Each router knows only the cost of their links to
directly connected neighbors. Initial Distance Vector

 Each router will exchange its Distance Vector with its
directly connected neighbors

DV(A)=(0,7, ∞,∞,1)

A

E D

CB
7

8

1

2

1

2

Added by C. Pham
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Distance Vector (3)

DV(C)=(∞,1,0,2,∞))

No synchronization necessary in sending of messages

A

E D

CB
7

8

1

2

1

2

DV(A)=(0,7,∞,∞,1)

Added by C. Pham
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Distance Vector (4)
Consistency Condition: D(i,j) = c(i,k) + D(k,j)
 The DV (Bellman-Ford) algorithm evaluates this recursion iteratively.

 In the mth iteration, the consistency criterion holds, assuming that each
node sees all nodes and links m-hops (or smaller) away from it (i.e. an
m-hop view)

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

2

Example network

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

A’s 2-hop view
(After 2nd Iteration)

A

E

B
7

1

A’s 1-hop view
(After 1st iteration)
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Distance Vector (5)
 Initial distance values (iteration 1):

 D(i,i) = 0 ;
 D(i,k) = c(i,k) if k is a neighbor (i.e. k is one-hop away); and
 D(i,j) = INFINITY for all other non-neighbors j.

 Note that the set of values D(i,*) is a distance vector at node i.
 The algorithm also maintains a next-hop value (forwarding table) for

every destination j, initialized as:
 next-hop(i) = i;
 next-hop(k) = k if k is a neighbor, and
 next-hop(j) = UNKNOWN if j is a non-neighbor.
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Distance Vector (6)
 After every iteration each node i exchanges its distance vectors D(i,*)

with its immediate neighbors.
 For any neighbor k, if c(i,k) + D(k,j) <  D(i,j), then:

  D(i,j) = c(i,k) + D(k,j)
  next-hop(j) = k

 After each iteration, the consistency criterion is met
 After m iterations, each node knows the shortest path possible to

any other node which is m hops or less.
 I.e. each node has an m-hop view of the network.
 The algorithm converges (self-terminating) in O(d) iterations: d is

the maximum diameter of the network.
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DV(B)=(7,0,1,∞,8)

A

E D

CB
7

8

1

2

1

2

DV(A)=(0,7,∞,∞,1)

DV example (1)

 A gets from B: DV(B,*)=(7,0,1, ∞,8)
 For each neighbor k, if c(i,k) + D(k,j) <  D(i,j), then:

  D(i,j) = c(i,k) + D(k,j)
  next-hop(j) = k

 For neighbor B, if c(A,B)+D(B,C) < D(A,C), then:
 D(A,C) = c(A,B) + D(B,C)
 next-hop(C) = B

DV(A)=(0,7,∞,∞,1)

DV(B)=(7,0,1,∞,8)

+ c(A,B)=(14,7,8,∞,15)

MIN

DV(A)=(0,7,8,∞,1)

Added by C. Pham
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DV Example (2)
 A’s distance vector D(A,*):

 After Iteration 1 is:     [0, 7, ∞, ∞, 1]
 After Iteration 2 is:     [0, 7, 8, 3, 1]
 After Iteration 3 is:     [0, 7, 5, 3, 1]
 After Iteration 4 is:     [0, 6, 5, 3, 1]

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

2

Example network

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

A’s 2-hop view
(After 2nd Iteration)

A

E

B
7

1

A’s 1-hop view
(After 1st iteration)

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

2

A’s 3-hop view
(After 3rd Iteration)

Added by C. Pham
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Step by step…on board

A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

2

Example network

To do it, one has to fix the order
of routers sending messages:
B, C, D, E

A EDCB

Added by C. Pham
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A

E D

CB
7

8
1

2

1

2

Example networ

DV in practice

s0

s1

s0E

s1B

s0E

s1C

s1B

DV(A)=(0,7,∞,∞,1)

DV(B)=(7,0,1,∞,8)

+ c(A,B)=(14,7,8,∞,15)

MIN

DV(A)=(0,7,1,∞,1)

Added by C. Pham
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Distance Vector: link cost changes

Link cost changes:
 node detects local link cost change
 updates distance table
 if cost change in least cost path,

notify neighbors

X Z
14

50

Y
1

algorithm
terminates

“good
news 
travels
fast”

[ 2  1  0][ 5  1  0][ 5  1  0]DV(Z)

[ 1  0  1][ 1  0  1][ 4  0  1]DV(Y)

Iter. 2Iter. 1Time 0
X       Y       Z
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Distance Vector: link cost changes
Link cost changes:
 good news travels fast
 bad news travels slow -

“count to infinity” problem! X Z
14

50

Y
60

algo
goes
on!
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Distance Vector: poisoned reverse
 If Z routes through Y to get to X :

 Z tells Y its (Z’s) distance to X is
infinite (so Y won’t route to X via Z)

 At Time 0, DV(Z) as seen by Y is
[INF INF 0], not  [5 1 0] !

X Z
14

50

Y
60

algorithm
terminates

[ 7  1  0]

[ 51  0 1]

Iter 3

[ 50  1 0][ 5  1  0][ 5  1  0]DV(Z)

[ 60  0 1][ 60  0 1][ 4  0  1]DV(Y)

Iter 2Iter 1Time 0

INF
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Link State (LS) Approach
 The link state (Dijkstra) approach is iterative, but it pivots around

destinations j, and their predecessors k = p(j)
 Observe that an alternative version of the consistency condition

holds for this case: D(i,j) = D(i,k) + c(k,j)

 Each node i collects all link states c(*,*) first and runs the complete
Dijkstra algorithm locally.

i
k

j
c(k

,j)
D(i,k)
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Link State (LS) Approach

Added by C. Pham
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Link state: HELLO packet

Added by C. Pham
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Link state: how information are
maintained?

Added by C. Pham
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Link state protocols

Added by C. Pham
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Link State (LS) Approach…
 After each iteration, the algorithm finds a new destination node j and

a shortest path to it.
 After m iterations the algorithm has explored paths, which are m

hops or smaller from node i.
 It has an m-hop view of the network just like the distance-vector

approach
 The Dijkstra algorithm at node i maintains two sets:

 set N that contains nodes to which the shortest paths have been
found so far, and

 set M that contains all other nodes.
 For all nodes k, two values are maintained:

 D(i,k): current value of distance from i to k.
 p(k): the predecessor node to k on the shortest known path

from i
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Dijkstra: Initialization
 Initialization:

 D(i,i) = 0   and    p(i) = i;
 D(i,k) = c(i,k)    and    p(k) = i if k is a neighbor of i
 D(i,k) = INFINITY    and    p(k) = UNKNOWN if k is not a

neighbor of i
 Set N = { i }, and next-hop (i) = i
 Set M = { j | j is not i}

 Initially set N has only the node i and set M has the rest of the nodes.
 At the end of the algorithm, the set N contains all the nodes, and set

M is empty
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Dijkstra: Iteration
 In each iteration, a new node j is moved from set M into the set N.

 Node j has the minimum distance among all current nodes in M,
i.e. D(i,j) = min {l ε M} D(i,l).

 If multiple nodes have the same minimum distance, any one of
them is chosen as j.

 Next-hop(j) = the neighbor of i on the shortest path
 Next-hop(j) = next-hop(p(j))    if p(j) is not i
 Next-hop(j) = j              if p(j) = i

 Now, in addition, the distance values of any neighbor k of j in set
M is reset as:
 If D(i,k) < D(i,j) + c(j,k), then

  D(i,k) =  D(i,j) + c(j,k), and p(k) = j.
  This operation is called “relaxing” the edges of node j.
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Dijkstra’s algorithm: example

Step
0
1
2
3
4
5

set N
A

AD
ADE

ADEB
ADEBC

ADEBCF

D(B),p(B)
2,A
2,A
2,A

D(C),p(C)
5,A
4,D
3,E
3,E

D(D),p(D)
1,A

D(E),p(E)
infinity

2,D

D(F),p(F)
infinity
infinity

4,E
4,E
4,E

A

ED

CB

F
2

2
1

3

1

1

2

5
3

5

The shortest-paths spanning tree rooted at A is called an SPF-tree
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Miscl Issues: Transient Loops
 With consistent LSDBs, all

nodes compute consistent loop-
free paths

 Limited by Dijkstra computation
overhead, space requirements

 Can still have transient loops A

B

C

D

1

3

5 2

1

Packet from CA
may loop around BDC
if B knows about failure
and C & D do not

X
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Dijkstra’s algorithm, discussion
Algorithm complexity: n nodes
 each iteration: need to check all nodes, w, not in N
 n*(n+1)/2 comparisons: O(n**2)
 more efficient implementations possible: O(nlogn)
Oscillations possible:
 e.g., link cost = amount of carried traffic

A
D

C

B
1 1+e

e0

e
1 1

0 0

A
D

C

B
2+e 0

00
1+e 1

A
D

C

B
0 2+e

1+e1
0 0

A
D

C

B
2+e 0

e0
1+e 1

initially … recompute
routing

… recompute … recompute
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Misc: How to assign the Cost Metric?
 Choice of link cost defines traffic load

 Low cost = high probability link belongs to SPT and will attract
traffic

 Tradeoff: convergence vs load distribution
 Avoid oscillations
 Achieve good network utilization

 Static metrics (weighted hop count)
 Does not take traffic load (demand) into account.

 Dynamic metrics (cost based upon queue or delay etc)
 Highly oscillatory, very hard to dampen (DARPAnet experience)

 Quasi-static metric:
 Reassign static metrics based upon overall network load (demand

matrix), assumed to be quasi-stationary



Routing dynamics

Added by C. Pham
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Intra-AS Routing Protocols

 Also known as Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP)
 Most common IGPs:

 RIP: Routing Information Protocol

 OSPF: Open Shortest Path First

 IGRP: Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
(Cisco propr.)
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RIP
(Routing Information Protocol) - 1

 Distance vector algorithm
 Included in BSD-UNIX Distribution in 1982
 Distance metric: # of hops (max = 15 hops)

 Distance vectors: exchanged every 30 sec via
Response Message (also called advertisement)

 Each advertisement: route to up to 25 destination
nets
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Destination Network   Next  Router      Num. of hops to dest.
 w A 2

y B 2
 z B 7

x -- 1
…. …. ....

w x y

z

A

C

D B

Routing table in D

RIP
(Routing Information Protocol) - 2
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RIP: Link Failure and Recovery
If no advertisement heard after 180 sec --> neighbor/link declared dead

 routes via neighbor invalidated
 new advertisements sent to neighbors
 neighbors in turn send out new advertisements (if

tables changed)
 link failure info quickly propagates to entire net
 poison reverse used to prevent ping-pong loops

(infinite distance = 16 hops)
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RIP Table processing - 1
 RIP routing tables managed by application-level process

called route-d (daemon)
 advertisements sent in UDP packets, periodically repeated
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Router: giroflee.eurocom.fr

 Three attached class C networks (LANs)
 Router only knows routes to attached LANs
 Default router used to “go up”
 Route multicast address: 224.0.0.0
 Loopback interface (for debugging)

     Destination           Gateway           Flags  Ref   Use   Interface
  -------------------- -------------------- ----- ----- ------ ---------
  127.0.0.1            127.0.0.1             UH       0  26492  lo0
  192.168.2.           192.168.2.5           U        2     13  fa0
  193.55.114.          193.55.114.6          U        3  58503  le0
  192.168.3.           192.168.3.5           U        2     25  qaa0
  224.0.0.0            193.55.114.6          U        3      0  le0
  default              193.55.114.129        UG       0 143454

RIP Table processing - 2
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RIP configuration example (cisco)

Added by C. Pham
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OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)

 “open”: publicly available
 Uses Link State algorithm

 LS packet dissemination
 Topology map at each node
 Route computation using Dijkstra’s algorithm

 OSPF advertisement carries one entry per neighbor router
 Advertisements disseminated to entire AS (via flooding)
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OSPF configuration example (cisco)

Added by C. Pham
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Routing in wireless networks
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Forwarding Summary
 Forwarding:

 Simple “next-hop” forwarding.
 Last hop forwards directly to destination
 Best-effort delivery : No error reporting.  Delay,

out-of-order, corruption, and loss possible =>
problem of higher layers!

 Forwarding vs routing: tables setup by
separate algorithm (s)
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 Topology information is
flooded within the routing
domain

 Best end-to-end paths are
computed locally at each
router.

 Best end-to-end paths
determine next-hops.

 Based on minimizing some
notion of distance

 Works only if policy is shared
and uniform

 Examples: OSPF, IS-IS

 Each router knows little
about network topology

 Only best next-hops are
chosen by each router for
each destination network.

 Best end-to-end paths result
from composition of all next-
hop choices

 Does not require any notion
of distance

 Does not require uniform
policies at all routers

 Examples: RIP, BGP

Link State Vectoring

Summary: Distributed Routing
Techniques
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IP Address Formats

 Class A: Network Host0
71 24 bits

Network Host10
142 16 bits

❑ Class B:

Network Host110
213 8 bits

❑ Class C:

Router Router

Multicast Group addresses1110
284 bits

❑ Class D:

 Class E: Reserved.
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Subnet Addressing
 Classful addressing inefficient: Everyone wants

class B addresses
 Can we split class A, B addresses spaces and

accommodate more networks ?
 Need another level of hierarchy. Defined by

“subnet mask”, which in general specifies the
sets of bits belonging to the network address
and host address respectively

Network Host

Boundary is flexible, and defined by subnet mask
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Understanding Prefixes and Masks

00001100 00000100 00000000 00000000

11111111 11111110 00000000 00000000

12.4.0.0/15

00001100 00000101 00001001 00010000

00001100 00000111 00001001 00010000

12.5.9.16

12.7.9.16

12.5.9.16 is covered by prefix 12.4.0.0/15

12.7.9.16 is not covered by prefix 12.4.0.0/15
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RFC 1519: Classless Inter-Domain Routing
(CIDR)

IP Address : 12.4.0.0       IP  Mask: 255.254.0.0

00001100 00000100 00000000 00000000

11111111 11111110 00000000 00000000

Address 

Mask

for hosts Network Prefix 

Pre-CIDR: Network ID ended on 8-, 16, 24- bit boundary
CIDR: Network ID can end at any bit boundary

Usually written as 12.4.0.0/15, a.k.a “supernetting”
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Service
Provider

Global 
Internet
Routing 

Mesh

204.71.0.0
204.71.1.0
204.71.2.0

204.71.255.0

…...…….

204.71.0.0
204.71.1.0
204.71.2.0

204.71.255.0

…...…….

Inter-domain Routing Without CIDR

Service
Provider

Global 
Internet
Routing 

Mesh

204.71.0.0
204.71.1.0
204.71.2.0

204.71.255.0

…...……. 204.71.0.0/16

Inter-domain Routing With CIDR
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Implication on Forwarding: Subnet
 Route table lookup:

  IF ((Mask[i] & Destination Addr) = =
 Destination[i])

   Forward to NextHop[i]
 In theory, subnet mask can end on any bit.
 In practice, mask must have contiguous 1s followed by

contiguous zeros. Routers do not support other types of
masks.

 So, (Address, Mask) = (12.4.0.0, 255.254.0.0) may be
written as 12.4.0.0/15
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Route Table Lookup: Subnet Example

Destination Mask Next Hop
30.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 40.0.0.7
40.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 Deliver direct
128.1.0.0 255.255.0.0 Deliver direct
192.4.10.0 255.255.255.0 128.1.0.9

30.0.0.0 40.0.0.0 128.1.0.0 192.4.0.0

30.0.0.7

40.0.0.7 128.1.0.8 192.4.10.9

40.0.0.8 128.1.0.9
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Implication on Forwarding: Supernetting
(CIDR)

Destination =12.5.9.16
-------------------------------
          payload 

Prefix Interface Next Hop 

12.0.0.0/8 10.14.22.19 ATM 5/0/8 

12.4.0.0/15 

12.5.8.0/23 attached 

Ethernet 0/1/3 

Serial 1/0/7 

10.1.3.77 

IP Forwarding Table 

0.0.0.0/0 10.14.11.33 ATM 5/0/9 

even better

OK

better

best!

• Longest Prefix Match (Classless) Forwarding
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Lookups with class distinction

23

186.21

Port 1

Port 2
192.33.32.1

Class A

Class B

Class C

192.33.32 Port 3
Exact match

netid port#

Added by C. Pham
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Lookups with VLSM

192.2.0/22, R2
192.2.2/24, R3 192.2.0/22 200.11.0/22

192.2.2/24

200.11.0/22, R4

200.11.0.33192.2.0.1 192.2.2.100

Find the most specific route, or the longest matching
prefix among all the prefixes matching the destination
address of an incoming packet

Added by C. Pham



Performance constraints

0.351.493.131.01GE

14.1259.5212540.0OC7682002-03

3.5314.8831.2510.0OC1922000-01

0.883.727.812.5OC481999-00

0.220.921.940.622OC121998-99

0.0540.230.480.155OC31997-98

354B
(Mpps)

84B
(Mpps)

40B
(Mpps)

Linerate
(Gbps)

LineYear

Added by C. Pham
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Variable Length Subnet Mask (VLSM)
 Basic subneting:  refers to a fixed mask in addition to natural mask

(i.e. class A, B etc).
 I.e. only a single mask (eg:: 255.255.255.0) can be used for all

networks covered by the natural mask.

 VLSM:  Multiple different masks possible in a single class address
space.
 Eg: 255.255.255.0 and 255.255.254.0 could be used to subnet a

single class B address space.
 Eg: 255.255.255.192 and 255.255.255.224 could be used to

subnet a single class C address space.
 Allows more efficient use of address space.
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Example:  Address Block:  128.20.224.0/20.
Networks: 2 of size  1000 nodes each;

      2 of size  500 nodes each;
      3 of size 250 nodes each.

      4 of size 50 nodes each.  What are the allocations?

1000 nodes need 10 bits => 32 –10 =22 bit prefixes needed
128.20.1110 00 00. 0000 0000/22 = 128.20.224.0/22
128.20.1110 01 00. 0000 0000/22 = 128.20.228.0/22

500 nodes need 9 bits => 32 –9 =23 bit prefixes needed
128.20.1110100 0. 0000 0000/23 = 128.20.232.0/23
128.20.1110101 0. 0000 0000/23 = 128.20.234.0/23

250 nodes need 8 bits => 32 –8 =24 bit prefixes needed
128.20.11101100. 0000 0000/24 = 128.20.236.0/24
128.20.11101101. 0000 0000/24 = 128.20.237.0/24
128.20.11101110. 0000 0000/24 = 128.20.238.0/24

50 nodes need 6 bits => 32 –6 =26 bit prefixes needed
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Addressing Summary
 Unique IP address per interface
 Classful (A,B,C) => address allocation not

efficient
 Hierarchical => smaller routing tables
 Provision for broadcast, multicast, loopback

addresses
 Subnet masks allow “subnets” within a “network”

=> improved address allocation efficiency
 Supernet (CIDR) allows variable sized network

ID allocation
 VLSM allows further efficiency


